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QUESTION 1 
Which circumstances will allow SUM to run without the creation of a shadow system? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

 
A. Using the main configuration option "Single System" when installing an Add-On 

B. Using the main configuration option "Single System" in case of an upgrade. 

C. Using the database migration option (DMO) for SUM 

D. Using the main configuration option "Standard" when applying SAP Support Packages 

 
Answer: A 

 
 

QUESTION 2 
You are planning an SAP S/4HANA conversion. Which conversion-specific tasks need to be 
performed during the preparation phase? 

 
There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Run the database migration to the SAP HANA database 

B. Perform the migration of data into the new data structure 

C. Check the compatibility of custom code with SAP S/4HANA 

D. Apply the recommendations of the simplification list 

 
Answer: 

 
 

QUESTION 3 
You performed a custom code check for an SAP S/4HANA conversion. In which transactions can you 
review the results? 

 
There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. SYCM (Simplification Database Content) 

B. SAT (Runtime Analysis) 

C. ATC (ABAP Test Cockpit) 

D. SE80 (Object Navigator) 

 
Answer: CD 

 
 

QUESTION 4 
You are upgrading a three-system landscape DEV - QAS - PRD. The upgrade project contains a 
Unicode conversion. You have already upgraded the DEV and the QAS system but not yet the PRD 
system. 

 
What do you need to consider? Please choose the correct answer. 
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A. The upgrade of the PRD must be finished before you start new development in the DEV. 

B. The transport domain of systems DEV and QAS must differ from the transport domain of system 
PRD. 

C. The transport between Unicode and non-Unicode systems is forbidden. 

D. The upgrade of the PRD must be finished before you import any transports from the upgraded 
DEV system into the PRD. 

 
Answer: D 

 
 

QUESTION 5 
Which are valid options to check the progress of the database migration in a Microsoft Windows 
environment? 

 

There is correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Check the "Charts Control Center" in the SUM UI 

B. Check logs for jobs starting with "RSUPG_SGEN" in the system 

C. Check the log files written under "SUM\abap\log" 

D. Check the dump size of the database export on disk 

 
Answer: A 

 
 

QUESTION 6 
You are performing an upgrade of an SAP ECC development system with SUM. What is the earliest 
point when the upgrade is considered complete and you can allow all dialog users to log on to the 
system? 

 
Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. After the SUM roadmap step "Execution" is finished and before "Postprocessing" 

B. During the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing", after the post procedure steps are complete 

C. During the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing", in parallel with post procedure steps 

D. After the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing" and post procedure steps are finished 

 
Answer: D
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